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JUVENILE DETENTION PROFILE SURVEY DATA REPORTING: SECURE YOUTH 
TREATMENT FACILITIES IMPLEMENTATION 

 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 
 
Please direct any questions regarding JDPS data reporting to the Research Unit Analyst 
at JDPS@bscc.ca.gov. For questions related to rated capacities and bed allocation from 
camps and halls to Secure Youth Treatment Facilities (SYTF), please reach out to your 
county’s FSO Field Representative contact.  

 
General Information 

 
1. When will SYTF data collection start?  

 
Answer: The new JDPS data submission portal will launch in January. The first 
SYTF data you will provide to the BSCC will be the December 2022 monthly 
Average Daily Population (ADP). Data will be collected in the current JDPS process 
in Section A of the JDPS monthly report. 
 

2. What SYTF data will be reported to the BSCC with this change to the JDPS? 
 
Answer: The JDPS has been updated to include a new field for reporting ADP and 
the One-Day Snapshot for SYTFs. Below is an example of what Section A of the 
monthly JDPS update will look like for counties with SYTFs. The SYTF data fields 
will only populate if your county is operating a SYTF and BSCC was notified of its 
operation.  
 

 
Since all youths committed to a SYTF are post-disposition, there are no areas in the 
survey to count the ADP for pre-disposition youths.  
 
Some youths may be committed to a SYTF but are awaiting transfer and remain in a 
Juvenile Hall. In this case, the youth will be counted towards the ADP of the juvenile 
hall. Any time a bed is allotted to a youth in a facility, that youth will be included in 
the ADP calculation for the facility.  

 

https://www.bscc.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021-FSO-FR-Assignments.pdf
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3. The SYTF name in the JDPS monthly report doesn’t match the name we have 
for our SYTF. 

 
Answer: Please submit SYTF data by utilizing the BSCC Facility number you have 
been provided. Please see screenshot below for location of the BSCC facility 
number in the JDPS report, circled in red. If you need your BSCC facility number, 
please reach out to us. 

 
 
4. Can I report SYTFs and Camps together? 

 
Answer: No. Camps and SYTFs are separate facilities. Just as your county may 
have a Camp physically located inside the same building as a Juvenile Hall, your 
SYTF may be physically located at the same address/location as a Camp or Hall but 
these are different facilities. Even if a Camp has been closed, but now houses 

SYTF youths, the Camp closure and opening of SYTF beds needs to be 
communicated to your FSO contact at the BSCC. You cannot report the SYTF 
population data under ANY of the Camp fields already present in the JDPS.   
 

5. Will there be additional SYTF data questions added into the JDPS? 
 
Answer: Yes, BSCC will be adding additional SYTF data questions into the JDPS in 
the near future. Additional details and guidance will be provided in the future. 


